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1. SUMMARY

 This report outlines proposals and seeks approval to begin the required public 
consultation exercise to implement a Public Space Protection Order (‘PSPO’) for 
Bradford District relating to antisocial behaviour arising from misuse of vehicles.

2. BACKGROUND

 In March 2014 the Government enacted new powers contained in the Anti-Social 
Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 (later referred to as ‘the Act’) relating to 
tackling anti-social behaviour including the making by local authorities of PSPOs 
which can prohibit certain types of antisocial behaviour and make breaches of such 
subject to fixed penalties and prosecution before the magistrates court subject to a 
fine not exceeding £2000.00.

 The majority of the Act including these powers came into force in October 2014. 
Where a PSPO makes arrangements to deal with matters already enforceable under 
existing local legislation it makes/made provision for the:-

(i) the temporary suspension of the Councils existing byelaws 
where prohibitions in the byelaws are covered in a PSPO:

(ii) The Councils existing Dog Control orders (DCO’s) in October 
2017 becoming PSPO’s.

(iii) The Councils Drinking in Public Places (Designation) Orders 
(DPPOs) becoming PSPO’s in October 2017. 

 The making of a PSPO will improve enforcement powers. Fixed penalties and fines for 
breaches of a PSPO under the Act stand at a maximum of £100 and level 2 and 3 
accordingly (refer to section 8.4). 

 The power to create a Public Space Protection Order (PSPO) could specify an area 
where activities are taking place that are or may likely be detrimental to the local 
community's quality of life. A PSPO can impose conditions or restrictions on people 
using that area. A PSPO can support the enforcement activity within the District.

 Bradford would like to consider a District wide PSPO with prohibitions relating to anti 
social driving/nuisance/driving/vehicles with the intentions of authorising West 
Yorkshire Police, with delegated powers to enforce any breaches of PSPO.

 Dangerous, inconsiderate and anti social driving can have a significant affect on how 
safe people feel in the District.  Recent data suggest that nuisance car/van incidents 
have increased from 597incidents in March 2015 to 866 incidents recorded in March 
2018 full details in appendix A and B.

 Other Local Authorities have experienced positive outcomes using this legislation for 
this type of behaviour. This provides joint partnership enforcement powers which 
strengthen operational options to tackle nuisance/ASB use of vehicle.



3. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

 Local Authorities have the power to make PSPO if satisfied on reasonable grounds 
that two conditions are met.

The first condition is that:

a) activities carried on in a public place within the Authority’s area have had a 
detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in the locality, or 

b) It is likely that activities will be carried on in a public place within that area and 
those they will have such an effect.

The second condition is that the effect, or likely effect, of the activities:

a)   is, or is likely to be, of a persistent or continuing nature, 
b)   is, or is likely to be, such as to make the activities unreasonable, and Justifies the 
restrictions imposed by the notice. Activities can include things that a person or a 
group does, have done or should do in order to reduce the detrimental effect). 

 Public Space Protection Order is an order that identifies the space to which it   applies 
and can make requirements, or prohibitions within the area. This means that the local 
authority can, require people to do specific things in a particular area or not to do 
specific things in a particular area. The local authority can grant the 
prohibitions/requirements where it believes that they are reasonable in order to 
prevent or reduce the detrimental impact. The order can be made so as to apply to 
specific people within an area, or to everybody within that area. It can also apply at all 
times, or within specified times and equally to all circumstances, or specific 
circumstances. The order can apply for a maximum of three years upon which the 
process of reviews and consultation must be repeated to ensure the issues is still 
occurring and the order is having the required effect. Thereafter it can be extended for 
a further three years and, upon the reviews and consultation taking place, can be 
extended more than once for further periods of three years. 

 The Act is not overly prescriptive about the necessary process required for application 
of these powers. It has, therefore, been necessary to design a process that is 
considered to be appropriate and legally robust. 

 The recommendation following the consultation period is to make a PSPO with the 
terms as set out below namely the prohibition of.

a) Engaging in, promoting, encouraging or assisting in the carrying out of any car  
cruising event* (see definition below) in or on a public highway, car park and 
any other land to which the public has access in the Bradford Metropolitan 
District area and which causes or is likely to cause harassment alarm or 
distress:-

(i) Excessive noise.
(ii) Danger to other road users (including pedestrians);
(iii) Damage or risk of damage to private property;
(iv) shouting or swearing at, or abusing, threatening or otherwise 

intimidating (including by the use of sexual language or making sexual 
suggestions) another person;

(v) Any public nuisance to another person 



* A congregation of the drivers of 2 or more motor vehicles (including motor 
cycles and Quad bikes) on the public highway or at any place to which the 
public has access

b) Congregating or  loitering as part of a group around (or in) one or more stationary 
vehicles at any time where such activity causes or is likely to cause noise, 
harassment, alarm or distress

c) Engaging in, promoting, encouraging or assisting in activities of, drifting or other 
vehicle related nuisance  causing or likely to cause danger to the public 

d) Causing or permitting excessive amplified music or other noise from vehicles such 
as to cause or be likely to cause alarm, harassment, distress as a result of a 
gathering in or around one or more vehicles on any public road or land to which 
the public has access in Bradford

 Evidence is available to support the need for the introduction of a PSPO in the     
identified area. Evidence was gathered from:

(i) Nuisance Vehicle Research Report Kate Stewart 29.07.16 Appendix A
(ii) Nuisance Vehicle Research Report Kate Stewart 13.07.18 Appendix B

4. FINANCIAL & RESOURCE APPRAISAL

 The costs of consultation on the implementation of the PSPO will be met from within 
existing revenue resources.

5. RISK MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE ISSUES

 There are no risk management or governance issues apparent. That this has been 
considered and is an approved approach of the Bradford District Safer Communities 
Partnership.

6. LEGAL APPRAISAL

   The Act contains the provisions for the making of a PSPO.

 Under section 59 of the Anti Social Behaviour Crime Policing Act 2014  local 
authorities have the power to make PSPO  if satisfied on reasonable grounds that two 
conditions are met?

(i) The first condition is that;

a) activities carried on in a public place within the Authority’s area have had 
a detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in the locality, or 

         b) It is likely that activities will be carried on in a public place within that area 
and those they will have such an effect. 

(ii) The second condition is that the effect, or likely effect, of the activities;

         is, or is likely to be, of a persistent or continuing nature, 
         a)  or is likely to be, such as to make the activities unreasonable, and 
         b) justifies the restrictions imposed by the notice.



 Activities can include things that a person or a group does, have done or should do (in 
order to reduce the detrimental effect). As with any new legislation of its type, this is 
untested ground and the legislation will be further defined in years to come by a 
process of appeals and High Court rulings. Any legal challenge presents a risk to the 
Authority. The legislation supporting implementation of the new Orders states that 
“interested persons” may challenge the validity of any order in the High Courts. This 
means that the Council could face a challenge against its ability to implement the 
Order. An application of this nature must be made within six weeks; beginning on the 
day the Order is made or varied. There are three grounds upon which a challenge 
could be made, these are:

(i) That the local authority did not have the power to make the order or  
variation, or to include particular prohibitions or requirements 
imposed by the order (or by the order as varied)

(ii) That a requirement under this element of the legislation not complied 
with in relation   to the order or variation.

(iii) The High Court would have the power to quash, amend or uphold the 
order.

 Section 67 creates a second offence of failing to comply with the order

(1) It is an offence for a person without reasonable excuse—
(a) To do anything that the person is prohibited from doing by a public 
space protection order, or
(b) To fail to comply with a requirement to which the person is subject 
under a public spaces protection order.

(2) A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable on summary   
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(3) A person does not commit an offence under this section by failing to 
comply with a prohibition or requirement that the local authority did not 
have power to include in the public spaces protection order.

 The penalty for breaches of a PSPO relate to fixed penalty notices and fines alone, 
which may lead to significant levels of non-payment. The suite of new powers 
available however would allow officers to utilise a range of measures for those 
identified as persistently breaching the order, for example:

(i) Community Protection Notices could be issued against individuals
(ii) An Anti-Social Behaviour Injunction (ASBI) could be sought against 

individuals, which carries tougher sanctions and ultimately imprisonment
(iii) A Criminal Behaviour Order could be sought. 
(iv) A Breach of the PSPO is an offence and upon conviction, individuals could 

be made subject to a Criminal Behaviour Order. This carries both tougher 
sanctions, along with the ability to implement positive conditions requiring 
support for substance misuse issues. 

 In order to implement a PSPO the procedure under section 72 of the Act must be 
followed. Section 72 states 

Convention rights, consultation, publicity and notification
(1) A local authority, in deciding—
(a) whether to make a public spaces protection order (under section 59) and if so 
what it should include,



(b) whether to extend the period for which a public spaces protection order has 
effect (under section 60) and if so for how long,
(c) whether to vary a public spaces protection order (under section 61) and if so 
how, or
(d) whether to discharge a public spaces protection order (under section 61),
must have particular regard to the rights of freedom of expression and freedom of 
assembly set out
In articles 10 and 11 of the Convention.
(2) In subsection (1) “Convention” has the meaning given by section 21(1) of the 
Human Rights Act 1998.
(3) A local authority must carry out the necessary consultation and the necessary 
publicity, and the
necessary notification (if any), before—
(a) making a public spaces protection order,
(b) extending the period for which a public spaces protection order has effect, or
(c) Varying or discharging a public spaces protection order.
(4) In subsection (3)—
“the necessary consultation” means consulting with—
(a) the chief officer of police, and the local policing body, for the police area that
includes the restricted area;
(b) whatever community representatives the local authority thinks it appropriate to
consult;
(c) the owner or occupier of land within the restricted area;
“the necessary publicity” means—
(a) in the case of a proposed order or variation, publishing the text of it;
(b) in the case of a proposed extension or discharge, publicising the proposal;
“the necessary notification” means notifying the following authorities of the 
proposed order,
extension, variation or discharge—
(a) the parish council or community council (if any) for the area that includes the
restricted area;
(b) in the case of a public spaces protection order made or to be made by a 
district
Council in England, the county council (if any) for the area that includes the 
restricted area.
(5) The requirement to consult with the owner or occupier of land within the 
restricted area—
(a) does not apply to land that is owned and occupied by the local authority;
(b) Applies only if, or to the extent that, it is reasonably practicable to consult the 
owner or occupier of the land.
(6) In the case of a person or body designated under section 71, the necessary 
consultation also includes consultation with the local authority which (ignoring 
subsection (2) of that section) is the authority for the area that includes the 
restricted area.
(7) In relation to a variation of a public spaces protection order that would 
increase the restricted area, the restricted area for the purposes of this section is 
the increased area.

 Guidance relating to publication of PSPO’s is set out in the Anti-Social Behaviour 
Crime and Policing Act 2014 (Publication of PSPO’s) Regulations 2014. There is also 
the July 2014 Home office guidance which will assist in the legal formalities in creating 
an order.

 In any event a PSPO last for 3 years only and requires review every three years which 



is an expensive and time consuming process. Such a review and consultation process 
will in any event be required every 3 years to keep an existing PSPO in force.

 The local authority must consult with the following groups to before seeking top make 
a PSPO.

 Chief Officer of Police for the local area
 Police and Crime Commissioner
 Land Owners in the area
 Any Community Representatives the local authority feels appropriate.
 Member of Parliament

 The 2014 Act requires that landowners within the area are consulted; due to the   vast 
population of Bradford it makes direct individual contact unviable. A press publicity 
campaign would be launched to invite responses, involving local newspapers and 
radios. 

 In relation to enforcement of these orders there are two fundamental differences to 
those under the Designated Public Place Orders ( now PSPO’s), these are:

 Police Community Support Officers can enforce
 Council Officers can enforce.

 Bradford Council and Bradford District Police have agreed joint responsibility for 
enforcement. Delegated Police Officers will conduct enforcement patrols and have the 
power to issue Fixed Penalty Notices for breaches.

7. OTHER IMPLICATIONS

 None

7.1 EQUALITY & DIVERSITY

 Generally it is understood anti-social behaviour has a disproportionate affect on those 
most vulnerable in our communities. 

7.2 SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS

 There are no sustainability implications apparent.

7.3 GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS IMPACTS

 There are no greenhouse gas emissions impacts apparent.

7.4 COMMUNITY SAFETY IMPLICATIONS

 Anti-social behaviour can have an adverse impact on the district. Any actions the 
authority can take to improve community safety and consequently the reputation of 
the District will be of benefit to resident, visitors and businesses. Again this has been 
considered and approved by the Safer Communities Partnership

7.5 HUMAN RIGHTS ACT



 The Act requires that consideration is given to both Human Rights and Rights to 
Assembly. As a part of the report to the Committee a full assessment will be 
completed. The consultation with the public will address the Human Rights Act 1998 
implications.

7.6 TRADE UNION

 There are no trade union implications apparent

7.7 WARD IMPLICATIONS

 Nuisance and dangerous driving is a district wide issue, although it is more prevalent 
in some wards. Ward Councillors will be invited to comment on the proposals as part 
of the statutory consultation process. 

7.8 AREA COMMITTEE ACTION PLAN IMPLICATIONS

 If obtained the PSPO will be a District wide order.

7.9 IMPLICATIONS FOR CORPORATE PARENTING
.

7.10 ISSUES ARISING FROM PRIVACY IMPACT ASSESMENT

8. NOT FOR PUBLICATION DOCUMENTS

 There are no items that are not for publication

9. OPTIONS

10. RECOMMENDATIONS

 That the Strategic Director, Place be authorised to undertake the required 
(minimum 6 week) consultation exercise to implement a Public Space Protection 
Order for Bradford District. If you wish Members to consider the options identified 
in the report, invite them to do so, for example:

 That further to the completion of the necessary consultation process, the proposed 
Order be submitted to this Committee for approval.

11. APPENDICES

 Nuisance Vehicle Research 29.07.16 – Appendix A

 Nuisance Car Van Research 13.07.18 – Appendix B

12. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

 None required



Legal Appraisal Checklist

The following points may be addressed in different sections of the report to that devoted 
to legal issues.  Where legal opinion is required this must be written and provided by the 
lawyer.  

Which statutory function is being exercised?  Identify the relevant legislation and 
interpret in clear, easily understood language.  
Identify relevant guidance/circulars and indicate the weight that needs to be 
attached.  Must Members follow it or merely take it into account as part of the 
decision-making process?  
Consider any implications arising from the Human Rights Act 1998.  Refer to the 
guidance contained in: ‘Deciding Rights - Applying the Human Rights Act to Good 
Practice in Local Authority Decision-Making’ published by the Local Government 
Association (http://www.local.gov.uk) 
Refer briefly to relevant case law where guidance on the interpretation of statutory 
provisions has been given and of which Members must be aware in decision-
making.  
Identify options and levels of legal risk.  Where the statutory provision is a power 
rather than a duty there will be choices and options as to how the power may be 
exercised.  There is usually more than one way to exercise a power and Members 
should be careful not to fetter their discretion.  
Identify relevant policies and decisions Members have already made, including 
Standing Orders, Financial Regulations and previous Committee decisions.  
Identify and summarise any Counsel’s opinion where this has been obtained and 
is relevant.  
Confirm that the recommendations and the contents of the report can lead to 
lawful and reasonable decision-making.  Where options are proposed, evaluate 
the reasonableness of each.  Budget reports settling out proposed spending 
reductions must contain options and choices.  There is never one single lawful 
cuts option although there may well be sensible and rational officer 
recommendations.  
Ensure that the report contains sufficient information to indicate to Members the 
consequences and implications of their decision-making, particularly if statutory 
duties are affected.  
Ensure that the report conforms to the guidance on report writing in particular in 
relation to consultation (including Ward Councillors) and equalities implications.  

http://www.local.gov.uk/


 Appendix 3

Financial Appraisal

The guidance below is designed to ensure that relevant financial considerations are 
addressed in reports for consideration by Members. 

1. Schemes involving capital expenditure

1.1 The full cost of schemes must be separately identified in the report. There should 
be no netting off.  For example, a capital scheme may be partly funded by a 
contribution from a developer, reducing the cost to be met by the Authority.  Even 
so, the full cost of the scheme should be shown and the developer’s contribution 
will be one element of the funding.  

1.2 Sources of funding to be used to deliver the projects must be separately identified:

Capital grants
Other external contributions
Supplementary credit approvals
Ring-fenced capital receipts
Service BCA allocations
Revenue budgets

£x’s may include the following:

1.3 Members will need assurance as to whether the funding is secured for example, 
backed by formal letters of approval, and whether the funding has any restrictions 
over use or timing,

1.4 If the funding identified is insufficient to fully meet the estimated costs of the 
scheme, the shortfall should be shown.  Options should be presented to Members 
on how any shortfall can be bridged and over what timescales. If the shortfall 
involves other schemes already in the Capital Investment Plan these must be 
correctly referenced and implications outlined. 

2. Revenue funding implications

2.1 Almost all reports will have a financial implication and these need to be expressly 
identified in the report.   

2.2 In the same way as for capital schemes, the full cost needs to be stated before any 
contributions of funding.   

2.3 All revenue funding streams, including any external grant contributions, must be 
identified together with any implications/conditions associated with the use of that 
funding.

The timescales of any external funding must be shown – with an action 
plan/options for what happens beyond the funding stream, i.e. will the scheme 
cease or will additional funding need to be identified. Proposals for exit strategies 
must be outlined.  



2.4 If insufficient funding has been identified – options must be provided for 
consideration in filling any funding shortfall. It is not sufficient to simply refer the 
scheme to a future budget process.

2.5 Even thought there may be no apparent cost, some decisions have an opportunity 
cost. Such costs need to be identified and taken into consideration. For example a 
proposal to let property rent free needs to show the rent the Authority is foregoing 
as a cost (the funding will presumably be from within existing budgets.)

3. Additional Financial Risks

3.1 The figures used in the report should be the best available estimates and should 
represent the most likely financial position.  

3.2 However, there may be risks that could materially affect the appraisal as 
presented.  These need to be explained and, if possible, quantified.  

4. Financial Clearance for all reports

4.1 All the reports must be cleared by the Assistant Director Finance and 
Procurement. In the preparation of reports – please seek the advice of the 
appropriate financial advisor to eliminate any financial issues at the last minute.



1.  Capital Costs (£000) Current
Year

Next
Year

Future
Years

Total

Estimated capital cost
Secured?
Yes No

Funding:
Capital Grants
Other external contributions
Supplementary credit approvals
Ring-fenced capital receipts
Service BCA allocations
Revenue budgets

Total capital funding identified

Shortfall/bid for corporate resources

2.  Revenue Implications (£000) Current
Year

Next
Year

Full
Year

Estimated costs and savings

Net cost or saving (-)
Secured?

Funding: Yes No
Base budget
Other (specify)

Total revenue funding identified
Shortfall/bid for revenue resources

3.  Additional Financial Risks



Appendix 4

Implications for Sustainability

Guidance Notes

Sustainability is enhancing quality of life for present and future generations while taking 
account of the impact this may have on society and the environment in which we all live.  
Embracing sustainability is about striking the right balance between the short and the 
long term.

Background considerations

 Have you done any background research, critical thinking or sought advice on 
sustainability?  
- see contact number below.  

 Have the Committee/Sub-Committee Councillors been told how sustainability 
needs to

 be adopted both in principle and in practice?  

 Does the report look to identify and secure clear outcomes, address areas for  
prevention and  early intervention or long term investment, manage impacts, and 
enhance capacity in the District :-

Are the activities identified to secure the ambitions and manage uncertainties tested 
through a systemic or market investigation and full-life costing?  

 -Are the processes underway or planned designed to secure ‘whole life value’, 
eliminate waste and  maximise productivity?
-Is physical and intangible waste identified and actions brought to bear to design out 
‘waste’?  

 If the report is about a specific activity, project or process then
 Is there detail on the short and longer term social, economic and environmental 

impacts and benefits?
 Have primary materials to be used been assessed for impact at source, transport 

implications, more local supply, toxicity, etc?  
 Have you considered other options and compared them with current practice 

elsewhere?  

Timescales, maintenance and future generations

 Have the medium and long term (10 to 20 years) implications of this activity been 
reviewed recently?  If not, how will this happen?  

 Are long term maintenance implications fully costed as part of the proposal?  
 How might the current implications of this activity be weighed against the needs of 

future generations and their environment?  
 Does the activity seek to bring together economic, social and environmental 

considerations?  
 Have ‘sustainability’ indicators been developed for this type of activity?  If so, how 

does this report affect them?  
 Have sustainability measures and targets been set, by you or in relation to the 

activity?  



 Are the measures and targets publicised to others within the Authority and to the 
general public?  

 Can you monitor the impact on sustainability and how is it intended to be promoted?  

Participation and involvement

 Have the end-users of this activity been involved, as fully as possible, in its design, 
implementation and maintenance?  Have they been made aware of some of the 
environmental implications of the activity, service or product offered as a result of 
activity?  

 Have they participated in the writing of reports?  

Writing the “Implications for Sustainability”

 Have you addressed the relevant sustainability issues before writing this report?  
 Which key questions could be briefly answered to form the basis of one or two 

paragraphs on the “Implications for Sustainability”?  
 Would altering the activity outlined in the report to include more aspects of 

sustainability have a definite cost saving or additional resource implication?  If so 
these would need including in this section of your report.  

NB: Even if there are additional resource implications, have all the options for 
promoting the more sustainable options been investigated?  

 Have you made reference to the Sustainable Community Strategy (as the parent 
document for District sustainability including Local Agenda 21  and the United Nations 
Declaration on Sustainable Development) and its links to the activity in the main body 
of the report?  

 If the report is internally focused on changing or transforming the organisation or a 
part, process or activity then has reference been made to the Corporate Plan as the 
steer for creating a more sustainable organisation.

For more information and advice please contact the Chief Executive’s Office on 
Bradford 434123.  Further advice, structured support and training courses may also be 
available; please ring the number above to discuss your needs.  



Appendix 5

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

The Council has agreed ambitious carbon reduction targets to be achieved by 2020. The 
challenge is to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from energy used in the delivery 
of the Council’s operations of 20% by 2020 and to source 20% of Council’s energy from 
renewable energy sources by 2020.

Bradford District is challenged to meet a CO2 reduction target of 40% by 2020.

Greenhouse gas (ghg) emissions include most commonly carbon dioxide, methane, 
nitrous oxide and halocarbons. These arise from a number of sources including for 
example burning fossil fuels, biological processes and land use change. In considering 
the impacts of recommendations on emissions you should consider things like, energy 
and water use; travel and transport; sourcing materials. 

These targets can be achieved through a combination of energy efficiency measures, 
behaviour change, project specification, procurement and reducing resource utilisation.

The Environment & Climate Change Unit collects and manages data for the Councils 
energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. Carbon budgets have been set for the 
Councils Departments and these plot a trajectory through to achieving the 2020 targets. 
Help in using this and other data to understand the ghg impacts of recommendations is 
available from the ECCU. Contact the Environment & Climate Change Manager on 
07582 109030.


